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Makeup Artist Books
Unleash your inner makeup diva with your own face charts just like the ones real
makeup professionals use! Have fun designing fabulous looks with color pencils,
markers, crayons, even real makeup!Makeup Artist Face Charts includes 50
blank face charts along with a note section to keep track of products/colors used.
Charts come with and without brows so you have the option of adding your
own!Includes tips & tricks to help you create custom looks: What makeup and
brushes work best How to add any shade of skintone Pro highlight & contour
techniques How to draw eyelashes and brows How to create a makeup portfolio
And much more!As an added BONUS you get 3 male face charts and 18 eye
charts to practice makeup, lashes and brows!
Mirror, Mirror: Confessions of a Celebrity Makeup Artist is the story of a single
mom in Hollywood leading up toƒ‚‚"ƒ‚‚€ƒ‚‚"and duringƒ‚‚"ƒ‚‚€ƒ‚‚"the #MeToo
movement. Trista uses humor, grit, and her makeup brush to rise to the
topƒ‚‚]ƒ‚‚€ƒ‚‚]and deal with the high-pressure demands that whipsaw her
between drama, deadlines, and disasters while working with some of the most
colorful characters on the planet.
Learn first-rate techniques and tips from some of the best makeup artists in the
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business in the new edition of The Makeup Artist Handbook. Renown makeup
pros Gretchen Davis and Mindy Hall bring an impressive set of experience in all
areas to the book, including work on Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Steve Jobs,
The Wolf of Wall Street, Blue Jasmine, Star Trek, Pearl Harbor, HBO’s Looking
and many other films and TV shows. This full-color, comprehensive new edition
offers brand new photographs and on-the-job examples to demonstrate makeup
techniques and fundamentals on topics such as beauty, time periods, black and
white photography and up-to-date information on cutting-edge techniques like
computer-generated characters, makeup effects, mold-making, air brushing, and
plenty of information on how to work effectively on set.
Face to Face, the follow-up to Scott Barnes’s bestselling beauty primer, About
Face, is the everyday style guide for every woman. Scott helps change up the
usual go-to makeup routine with techniques for getting the perfect look during
every transition of the day. What’s a sleek, work appropriate face for the
boardroom and client meetings? How do you take your work face up one notch
for a dinner out? And what does it take to wow the all-night crowd and create
your own red carpet glam? Scott shows readers with a variety of looks for all
types and complexions. Step-by-step instructions make application simple and
photos show before and after shots of just what is possible with some makeup
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magic brought to you by the relied-on makeup artist of Kim Kardashian, Jennifer
Lopez, and more.
A strikingly photographed guide to makeup art incorporates 32 new pages,
additional step-by-step instructions and new, cutting-edge styles by top makeup
professionals from London's famed Academy of Freelance Makeup and is
accompanied by instructions for achieving a range of specialist looks, from
ultraviolet makeup to SFX designs for film.
ProMakeup Design Book follows on from the success of Lan Nguyen–Grealis's
first book, Art & Makeup, and invites the reader to use their artistic flair and get
hands–on with practical application. Hundreds of stunning photographs provide
how–to inspiration and advice for creating key looks for magazine editorials,
celebrities, fashion shows and advertising campaigns. Organized by technical
themes, dozens of different looks demonstrate how to use embellishments, glitter
and gloss, color and graphic lines to produce stunning results for the camera or
catwalk. ProMakeup Design Book includes 30 face–chart templates for testing
out and adapting your looks, and advice on application and professional
presentation. Watch out for Lan's collaboration with the Revolution Pro makeup
brand, released alongside this book. The Revolution PRO x Lan Ultimate Artist's
Palette, the ultimate sleek and stylish full–face palette for any artist to rely on. A
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glossy black case embellished with gold and filled with rich, long–lasting
pigments to create an all–purpose makeup playbook. With 3 bronze powders
perfect for contouring, a highlighter to illuminate the cheekbones and Cupid's
bow along with 4 blush shades in lilac, pink, coral and red, ideal for all skin tones.
From François Nars, one of the most respected and imitated cosmetics designers
in fashion today, comes a totally new, revolutionary instruction manual on
makeup for today’s woman. Established in 1994 by renowned cosmetics
designer François Nars, NARS Cosmetics is one of the most recognizable and
coveted cosmetics and skin-care brands, with a huge international following.
Nars’s visionary approach to makeup and innovation within the industry has
forever changed the face of beauty. Here Nars combines his expertise in makeup
and photography to create a makeover manual that transforms the application of
makeup into the ultimate form of self-expression. The book celebrates Nars’s
unrivaled vision as a makeup artist, providing visual and textual narratives of his
cosmetic process, inspiring readers to re-create his lessons on their own, and
featuring examples of the newest, freshest looks and color palettes popular
today. Employing Nars’s own before and after makeover photographs of a
variety of models of all different ages, races, and skin tones—and combining these
images with the designer’s instructional sketches on transparent overlays—this
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volume is the definitive do-it-yourself guide for anyone interested in the
transformative power of cosmetics.
Art & Makeup is a stunning showcase of work created by award-winning make-up
artist, Lan Nguyen-Grealis. The looks created specially for the book are inspired
by the worlds of art, sculpture, cinema and performance art – references include
Picasso, Warhol, Marie Antoinette, Cleopatra, Mad Men and The Great Gatsby.
The book combines inspirational imagery with step-by-step deconstruction of the
techniques, and includes photography from Rankin.
Many girls are intrigued by cosmetics. Young ladies all aspire to be like Mommy
or their older sisters. If this sounds like a little one you know, then consider this
book made for young girls who love to play and experiment with makeup. It
includes plenty of basic face charts to keep anyone busy for hours. Whether
using coloring pens or real makeup, it will give kids the opportunity to be creative
and perfect a skill and hobby that might come in handy when they are older.
Other than that it's tons of fun and will lessen the need of experimenting on their
own faces. It's equally useful for any adult who wants to try new makeup looks
and practice tutorials.
Be unique with this one of kind coloring book; that is unlike anything else. This
coloring book includes a variety of delightful makeup coloring pages in a variety
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of different patterns, doodle page designs, face charts, and sketch paper to color
in with characters, makeup, fashion and much more..... This paperback coloring
book is 8.5" x 11" (A4 size) and has 100 pages. Ages 5 - 16 Coloring Pages
Great for: Christmas Stocking Stuffers & Gift Baskets Birthday & Christmas Gifts
Graduation & End of School Year Gifts Summer Travel & Vacations Easter Gifts
Art Journals and Doodle Diaries Coaches Travel - Car Rides If you are looking
for a different book, make sure to click on the author name for other great book
ideas.
A guide to creative makeup uses self-analysis charts to explain how to select
products for different skin types, face shapes, and coloring; demonstrates
essential steps in applying makeup; and offers a gallery of looks to re-create
The late A-list celebrity makeup artist recounts his painful childhood, early career
with Vogue magazine, and behind-the-scenes perspectives on the fashion
industry, offering tips on how he created some of his most popular looks. Reprint.
50,000 first printing.
In the world of film and theatre, character transformation takes a lot of work, skill,
and creativity. Dedicated solely to SFX, this book will show you tips and
techniques from a seasoned SFX makeup artist with years of film, TV, and
theatrical experience. Not only will this book take you through the many genres
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that need a special effects makeup artist, like horror, fantasy, and sci-fi, but it will
also tell you about the tools you will need, how to maintain your toolkit, how to
take care of the actor's skin, and how to airbrush properly when HD is involved.
The author shows you how to sculpt and mold your own makeup prosethetics,
focusing on how human anatomy relates to sculpture to create the most realistic
effects. Case studies feature some of today's top makeup artists including Neill
Gorton, Christopher Tucker, Miles Teves, Jordu Schell, Mark Alfrey, Matthew
Mungle, Christien Tinsely, Vittorio Sodano, and Mark Gabarino. Put your new
techniques into practice right away and see how some of the looks from the book
were achieved with the step-by-step tutorials on the must-have DVD. * Written by
a seasoned special effects make-up artist who has worked in both film and
theatre * Gives you exclusive tips and techniques from some of the industry's
most gifted artists * DVD tutorials show you step-by-step how to create the
techniques from the book; also includes recipes to create makeup prosthetics, a
list of suppliers, conversion charts, and bibliography
America's preeminent makeup artist shares his secrets, explaining not only the
basics of makeup application and technique but also how to use the
fundamentals to create a wide range of different looks. 200 color photos &
sketches.
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Cover -- Half Title -- Title Page -- Copyright Page -- Table of Contents -- About
the Authors -- Preface -- Acknowledgments -- Chapter 1 Shapes -- Chapter 2 The
Body -- Chapter 3 Color -- Chapter 4 Lighting -- Chapter 5 Technology -- Chapter
6 Foundations -- Chapter 7 Basics -- Chapter 8 Beauty -- Chapter 9 Design -Chapter 10 Hair -- Chapter 11 Airbrush -- Chapter 12 Effects -- Chapter 13 How
to Be a Pro -- Cosmetics, Tools, Labs, and Effects -- The Crew -- Glossary -Professional Library -- The Pros -- Unions -- Index
Have you ever dreamed of turning your passion for makeup into a fun and
rewarding career but aren't sure how to get started or what to expect? 'How To
Be A Professional Makeup Artist' is not a step-by-step makeup application
manual but a career guide that provides clarity on what it takes to become a
professional makeup artist.You'll find answers to questions aspiring makeup
artists have such as:• Is a license necessary to be a makeup artist?• How can I
build a professional portfolio?• What types of education & training options do I
have?• What types of industries need makeup artists?• What's in a professional
makeup kit & how to build one in cost efficient ways.• And much more!Discover
Exclusive Industry Insider Secrets that will show you:• How to avoid scams that
target makeup artists.• Where to access world class training for FREE with our
'Little Black Book of Celebrity Makeup Artists'.• How to get up to 40% discounts
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on professional makeup by popular brands like M.A.C., Smashbox, Urban Decay
& many more.Packed with up to date advice and resources, How to be a
Professional Makeup Artist gives you all the information you need to make your
dreams a reality!
The Ultimate Guide to Assisting Makeup Artists and Hairstylists in Beauty Fashion & Print. Its
time to learn what assisting is all about in Beauty & Fashion from the prospective of one time
assistant and now Key Makeup Artists/Beauty Director DeShawn Hatcher. Learn everything
you need to know to land the covered position of assistant. Come on! Don't you want to get on
set. Read Assisting Rules!
Makeup, as we know it, has only been commercially available in the last 100 years, but
applying decoration to the face and body may be one of the oldest global social practices. In
Face Paint, Lisa Eldridge reveals the entire history of the art form, from Egyptian and Classical
times up through the Victorian age and golden era of Hollywood, and also surveys the cuttingedge makeup science of today and tomorrow. Face Paint explores the practical and
idiosyncratic reasons behind makeup’s use, the actual materials employed over generations,
and the glamorous icons that people emulate, it is also a social history of women and the ways
in which we can understand their lives through the prism and impact of makeup.
Celebrity make-up artist Gary Cockerill is best known for his glamorous, sultry make-up style.
Much in demand for his ability to make women look and feel fabulous, he regularly travels the
world to get clients ready for red-carpet events, photoshoots and television appearances. In
Simply Glamorous, Gary proves that with a little knowledge and practice, everyone can use
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make-up to enhance or disguise so they feel confident in their appearance. He begins by
demonstrating what he loves most about make-up: its ability to transform. By applying four
different looks to one face, he shows how the same ‘blank canvas’ can be natural,
sophisticated, glamorous or dramatic. He then presents 15 breathtaking makeovers on women
of all ages, explaining step by step how to re-create the looks. Divided into ‘Face’, ‘Eyes’
and ‘Lips’, the transformations range from nude and natural – ‘Barely There’, ‘Sun-kissed
Goddess’ and ‘Girl Next Door’ – to high octane glamour – ‘Showgirl’, ‘Bombshell’ and
‘Glamour Puss’. They illustrate every aspect of make-up, from contouring, to false eyelashes,
to wearing colour, and include the iconic looks that Gary is always asked to create – the smoky
eye, the fifties flick and the red lip. ‘Tutorials’ address key topics in greater detail, such as
skincare, foundation, contouring and application techniques for eyes and lips. As a self-taught
make-up artist, Gary works instinctively with amazing results. His approach is creative and
painterly, and his teaching style is friendly and down-to-earth as he shows how glamorous
make-up can be accessible to everyone. He may not always do things the conventional way,
but his techniques are the result of more than 25 years spent working with women and men of
all ages, ethnicities and styles. He knows what works and what looks good, and encourages
everyone to have fun and experiment with make-up to make themselves look and feel beautiful
and glamorous.
The prolific makeup artist uses her longtime relationship with model Mitzi Martin to showcase
her artistry.
Provides information and advice on professional make-up techniques for use in film, television,
fashion, and the theater.
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Give free rein to your creativity to sublimate your beauty ! ?? Create and customize your own
looks with our pre-filled face, mouth and eye templates. Complete our detailed makeup grids
and face sketches, then rate the products used for each creation ! You'll be able to use
crayons, felt-tippens and even real makeup products. Give free rein to your inspirations. Create
your own makeup book and compete with the professionals! ???? You will also find an
illustrated16-step tutorial to learn how to make the perfect makeup. ? A perfect gift for all
women, teenagers, artists, who love to sublimate their natural beauty and show makeup. ??
You will find: 100 pre-filled practice sheets (50 detailed make-up). A make-up tutorial. A
beautiful thematic, soft and glossy cover. Black ink and white paper 55# superior (90 g/m2).
Format 20 x 25 cm.
Want to advance your makeup artistry career?Looking to become a celebrity makeup artist or
work behind the scenes at New York Fashion Week?It's time to take your makeup business to
the next level and read the top-selling book by Toni Thomas, NYFW makeup artist and
published makeup stylist. In her easy-to-read guide, you will learn the trade secrets on the
process of building a successful beauty business, and how you too can become a behind the
scenes makeup artist for NYFW or see your work in today's top-selling fashion magazines.
Becoming a freelance makeup artist takes more than a train case and a set of good brushes.
To become a successful freelance makeup artist takes a well thought out plan, career
decisions filled with intention, and the drive to take action in your makeup artistry business.
This book was written for any beauty professional who is looking to achieve a successful
career in the beauty industry and anyone willing to gain the knowledge, utilize the tools, and
take advantage of the resources provided to help them reach the top. Buy the Business of
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Makeup Artistry today and learn how to take your makeup artistry career to the next level, get
the dream job you desire, and the financial rewards you deserve.
This book Makeup artist face charts can be used by makeup artists to plan a look or practice at
makeup classes or record to her customer. You can also use it to record a look done on
someone for future purposes. This makeup portfolio workbook helps to keep a record of
products and brushes used and can be used for professional and personal use. Book Details:
Standard White paper includes details of Client's Information. Client's favorite makeup style.
Face Charts. Makeup Occasion. Mascara, primer, eyebrows, eyelids, contour, lipstick brushes
used and many more. Feedback/Notes. Size 8.5" x 11" easy to record, easy to use Makeup
Artist Journal&Notebook 110 pages Unique Matte Cover Perfect Bound This makeup book
(8.5" x 11") is perfect for carrying around in your handbag or briefcase. Perfect as a gift for
makeup junkies, fashion-savvy individuals, family, and friends.

Over 5 years in the making, this most comprehensive book, The Professional
Make-up Artist, fills in the gaps left by all other make-up books to date. Absolutely
every technique is explained in full color and painstaking detail. Joe Blasco and
Vincent J-R Kehoe have written what professional make-up artists worldwide
have claimed to be the most important and historic book ever written for the field
of professional make-up artistry. Volume I features detailed information
concerning make-up history, state-of-the-art technical information for film and
video picturization, and the most complete education in beauty, high fashion, and
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fantasy make-up, in addition to make-up for men and a multitude of other makeup techniques too numerous to list with over 1,000 full color pages. The world of
professional make-up artistry is unveiled and placed within reach so that now you
can learn and understand the techniques which have made Joe Blasco and
Vincent J-R Kehoe two of the most highly respected make-up educators of our
time. Joe Blasco applied scores of various make-ups in easy-to-understand, stepby-step processes and has also included the work of many of today's most highly
respected professional make-up artists from Hollywood and around the world.
Color Theory for the Make-up Artist: Understanding Color and Light for Beauty
and Special Effects analyzes and explains traditional color theory for fine artists
and applies it to the make-up artist. This book is suitable for both professionals
and beginners who wish to train their eye further to understand and recognize
distinctions in color. It explains why we see color, how to categorize and identify
color, relationships between colors, and it relates these concepts to beauty and
special effects make-up. The book teaches the reader how to mix flesh tones by
using only primary colors, and explains how these colors in paints and make-up
are sourced and created. It also discusses the reason for variations in skin colors
and undertones, and how to identify and match these using make-up, while
choosing flattering colors for the eyes, lips, and cheeks. Colors found inside the
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body are explained for special effects make-up, like why we bruise, bleed, or
appear sick. Ideas and techniques are also described for painting prosthetics, in
addition to using color as inspiration in make-up designs. The book also
discusses how lighting affects color on film, television, theater, and photography
sets, and how to properly light a workspace for successful applications.
Face Forward is an inspirational and how-to guide to make-up from one of the
most sought after and successful make-up artists working today.
A groundbreaking celebration of ageless beauty, providing the ultimate skincare
and makeup guide for women in their forties and beyond from celebrity makeup
artist Riku Campo. The first makeup guide to celebrate and support women forty
and over, I Am Beauty is Riku Campo’s labor of love. Riku has worked with
some of the most beautiful and recognized faces in the world, like Cindy
Crawford, Gwyneth Paltrow, and Anne Hathaway. But he has always wanted to
create a book honoring those women we don’t always see on the runaways and
in magazines—women like his mother, whose beauty is everlasting. I Am Beauty
includes step-by-step tutorials, advice from skincare experts, and Riku’s best
behind-the-chair tips every woman needs to revitalize her routine, including: Day
and night skincare routines that keep you fresh and beautiful, whether you’re in
your forties, fifties, sixties, or beyond At-home facial massages to stimulate
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collagen production and optimal skin health Must-have everyday makeup tools
Choosing the right foundation for all skin tones, types, and textures Tricks for
modern, elegant eyebrows and keeping lipstick fresh all day Eyeshadow colors
and types that work best on mature skin Finding the eyeglass designs that best
complement your style and daily makeup Riku also has one-on-one
conversations and day-and-night makeovers with sixteen incredible women—each
with her own unique style—and shares their secrets for finding beauty in all parts
of life. Comprehensive, practical, and inspiring, packed with more than 100 fullcolor photos, I Am Beauty is the ultimate resource for women to maintain their
glow and live their most joyful, beautiful lives.
Whether you are an amateur or a professional make-up artist, this make-up
practice notebook is the perfect addition to your arsenal. Perfect for an aspiring
Make-Up Artist or Beauty School Student! The practice charts give you great
opportunities to test looks and refine your skills. Also includes 10 extra pages for
you to draw your own sketches! Book Details: 50 Practice Charts 10 Sketch
Pages Size: 8.5 x 11 inches Follow along with online tutorials or design and
perfect your own looks using paint, markers, color pencils or using brushes and
applicators with actual make-up! Practice creating looks for different occasions
(for example): Formal Casual Halloween Cosplay Fun Night Out Wedding And
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many more!
"In this comprehensive handbook, author, makeup artist, and educator Christine
Sciortino offers a detailed introduction to the conceptual foundations, techniques,
and on-set practices of the makeup design process, going beyond techniquecentered makeup education to provide an in-depth look at the workings of the film
and television world. Through personal stories, interviews, demonstrations, and
insights from Sciortino and her colleagues, this book explores the business of
makeup artistry, including tailoring a resume, building a kit, self-marketing,
breaking down a script, researching and creating makeup looks, working as part
of a production team, and different ways to get paid. It further delves into on-set
procedures and theory such as anatomy, skin science, color theory, and lighting
design. With high-quality step-by-step photo tutorials, this book will help readers
to learn and hone techniques for beauty makeup, character makeup, and light
special effects including aging and dirtying, grooming, bruises and prosthetics,
tattoos, and more. An emphasis is placed on working with actors of all ages, skin
tones, and gender identities. This approachable and engaging blend of practical
techniques and professional practice is ideal for both introductory-level and
established artists. An online resource also offers downloadable templates and
sample paperwork for on-set use and practice"-Page 16/21
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MORE THAN 40+ BEAUTIFUL STRESS RELIEVING DESIGNS.This Jeffree Star
coloring book has more than 40 beautiful designs.It provides hours of stress relief
through creative expression and fun. It's a great gift opportunity.
Makeup notebook for beauty school students or professional makeup artists. This
book comes in a unique flat cosmetics themed design cover and can also be
invaluable to anyone looking to launch their own cosmetic line and to promote
their own brand. These makeup charts help to keep a record of products used
and can be used for professional or personal use. 120 Pages Softcover
bookbinding Flexible paperback Matte Finish
This is the book that Bobbi Brown's fans have been waiting for: her 25-plus years
of makeup styling experience distilled into one complete, gorgeous book. Bobbi
looks at everything from skincare basics to every aspect of facial makeup--from
how to find the right color and type of foundation for any skin tone to how to apply
every detail of eye makeup (Brows, Eye Liner, Eye Shadow, and Eye Lashes) no
matter your eye color and shape. Of course there are never-before-seen tips on
blush, bronzer, lip liners, lipstick, etc. And Bobbi looks beyond the face with
informative chapters on "Hands and Feet" and "Body Skin Care." Each chapter
has thorough step-by-step basic directions for makeup application and easy-tofollow photographs and line drawings, along with Bobbi's expert, yet assuring,
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advice. Plus, there's a groundbreaking section of the book that will be of special
interest to women who've wanted to know how makeup stylists do what they do:
the top beauty secrets only these artists know, essential equipment to keep on
hand, how to break into the business, and how to work with photographers and
celebrities. Breathtaking photos of the finished faces-from everyday looks to
exotic runway style-along with advice on putting it all together for every woman,
make this a book like no other. BOBBI BROWN'S MAKEUP MANUAL will be the
only book any woman will need to look absolutely fabulous.
Makeup Face Charts Notebook: Make Up Practice Chart Book.contouring Paint
And Blush For Professional Makeup Artists 8.5*11 Inches 102 Pages Unleash
your inner makeup diva with your very own makeup charts just like the ones pro
makeup artists use! Design and customize fabulous looks with colored pencils,
markers, crayons, even real makeup! Makeup charts come with convenient note
sections so you can keep track of products/colors used. Create different looks for
different occasions on different types of female face shapes using color pencils,
crayons or real makeup. This makeup book (8.5" x 11") is perfect for carrying
around in your handbag or briefcase. Perfect as a gift for makeup junkies, fashion
savvy individuals, family and friends. Include sections for: Date Time Area Detail
Complexion Makeup Occasion Mascara, primer, eyebrows, eyelids, contour,
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lipstick brushes used and many more Note These charts can be adapted for
cosplay and costume make up for conventions, movies and theatre. Also
consider how they can be tailored to particular demographics (e.g. by ethnicity,
gender identification, seniors, people with disabilities) or to particular subcultures
(e.g. furry, goth, cyber, pin-up.).
Unleash your inner makeup diva with your very own brow charts just like the
ones makeup artists use!Makeup Artist Brow Charts includes 102 blank charts
along with a User Guide that contains the ultimate guide to creating pictureperfect brows. Learn how to fill-in, sculpt and define 5 brow shapes like a
pro!Design fabulous looks with colored pencils, markers, crayons, even real
makeup. Easily keep track of products/colors with a convenient note section.
Charts come with & without outlined brows so you have the option of adding your
own.Includes tips & tricks to help you create custom looks: What makeup and
brushes work best How to add any shade of skintone Pro highlight & contour
techniques How to draw eyelashes and brows How to create a makeup portfolio
And much more!As an added BONUS you get 4 male face charts and 10 eye
charts to practice makeup, lashes and brows!
This covers everything the student needs for the S/NVQ core and options unit
and the only book they need for the make-up pathway of S/NVQ Level 3 Beauty
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Therapy. It demonstrates step-by-step procedures and contains mapping
showing how the book relates to VTCT, ITEC and BTEC.
The Makeup Artist HandbookTechniques for Film, Television, Photography, and
TheatreTaylor & Francis
You DESERVE to know how to wear makeup. Period. This 60+ page manual
contains everything you need to know to become your own makeup artist.That
doesn't mean you have to wear makeup everyday. You don't even have to wear
a lot of makeup when you choose to. However, knowing how to wear makeup for
those special occasions of your life is such an important skillset. Profit-driven
beauty brands, influencers, YouTube celebrities, and, well, you get the idea have
stepped in and taken over -- not anymore!
Sarah Bowen's life is nothing like she thought it'd be ten years ago. She runs a
successful lifestyle boutique with her two best friends, she's the makeup artist to
one of country's hottest bands, and she's in love with a womanizing heartthrob
who doesn't give her the time of day. After years of pining after Lex Ryan, she
decides it's finally her turn, even if it might ruin everything she's worked for...Lex
Ryan is the sexy Irish lead guitarist for the hottest country band in the States.
He's known as a serial dater, a commitment-phobe, a player who prefers onenight stands. His wild heart has zero plans of settling down--not even with the
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band's makeup artist, Sarah Bowen. He's vowed to keep his heart from falling for
her. Until the band travels to Ireland where his past suddenly crashes into his
present.They say wild hearts can't be tamed. They never said they can't be
broken.The Makeup Artist is the second book in the Coffee Book Series. It's a
standalone novel, but the author suggests reading Coffee Girl first because of
returning characters.
Hands-on classes and makeup workshops are great! But, they don't give tips on
gaining your own clientele and staying booked. Makeup classes offer product
demonstrations and application techniques. They showcase the hottest products
on the market and keep you in the shoes of a consumer. As a makeup artist you
need valuable industry insight on customer service and business building. In this
book, you'll learn what it takes to attract new clients and keep them coming back.
You'll go from an aspiring makeup artist to a professional makeup artist in 5
steps.
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